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Meet the 2022-2023 Autonomous Tiger Racing Team

“WE’RE STARTING OFF STRONG WITH OUR SECOND SEASON! AS THE COMPETITION LOGISTICS FOR THIS YEAR ARE BEING WORKED OUT IN INDIANAPOLIS, THE NEW TEAM HERE AT AUBURN IS HARD AT WORK RAMPING UP THE CODE AND RUNNING TESTS WITH THE CAR!”

Stephanie Meyer – Team Lead
Bryce Karlins
Jackson Blanks
Kyle Thompson
Nick Ott
Sarah Bass
Steven Pilgrim
Thomas Gruber
Tyler Long
William Murphy

Dan Kamrath
Greg Mifflin
Jake Ward
Juan Morande
Castelblanco
Kyle Mann
Mitchell Carr
Tanner Koza
Vladimir Eganov
Kick-off Celebration Re-cap

Thank you to all who joined us for our May 14th kick-off celebration! We had a blast hosting AU President Christopher Roberts, many of our 2022-2023 and 2021-2022 sponsors, and a number of the team’s supporters!

Attendees enjoyed a demonstration of the autonomous racecar, a presentation recognizing the 2021-2022 team, and showing off all of these students’ hard work!
Important Dates and Reminders

End of May, 2022  Nova Returns to IMS for Season 2 Refresh
November 11, 2022  Indy Autonomous Challenge at Texas Motor Speedway
January 7, 2023  Indy Autonomous Challenge at CES at Las Vegas Motor Speedway

We are so grateful to all of our sponsors! Because of your generous gifts, our team has the resources to compete, research, and travel, all advancing the innovation taking place in autonomous racing. If you would like to give, please reach out to Kelly Bates at keb0115@auburn.edu or call (334) 844-4812.

Keep up with Autonomous Tiger Racing on Social Media!

@autonomoustigerracing

https://www.linkedin.com/company/autonomous-tiger-racing/

www.gavlab.auburn.edu/https://eng.auburn.edu/sites/gavlab/atr-about
Engineer Sponsors (Tier 2)

Robotic Research
NTA Incorporated

Pit Crew Sponsors (Tier 1)

Siemens
Vectornav
Vorza
Dynetics
DAIMLER TRUCK
North America